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INTRODUCTION 
Given a group G, which for our purposes will be finite, and subgroups 
P ,,, . . . . P, containing a common subgroup B, Tits [7] defines a chamber 
system on which G acts as a group of automorphisms. In a recent joint 
paper [3], S. D. Smith and the author construct presheaves on this cham- 
ber system, starting with only partial data such as representations for B 
and the Pi over some field k. These presheaves % are equivariant for the 
action of the group G, and the homology Hi(%) gives kG-modules. In this 
paper we show that H,,(S) is isomorphic as a kc-module to H”(%*), 
where %* is a suitably defined presheaf “dual” to %. As a consequence of 
this theorem the kc-module H,,(9) can be expressed in a very simple way 
in terms of modules induced from the subgroups B and P,, . . . . P,. In fact 
the entire chain complex C.(%) for 9 can be so expressed, and in 
Section 1 we define this chain complex and state a duality theorem without 
any reference whatsoever to presheaves or chamber systems. 
These latter terms are introduced in Section 2, where we describe the 
universal presheaves of [3] and their duals. The proofs of the main 
theorems are then given in Section 3. In Section 4 we use the duality 
theorem and results of [2] to give a quick proof of the fact that if G is a 
Chevalley group over F, and V an irreducible F,G-module, then there is a 
presheaf % on the building for G such that H,(%) contains an irreducible 
socle isomorphic to I’. This result was obtained independently by M.-T. 
Schmidt [4], and is a generalization of the construction of the Steinberg 
module by Solomon and Tits [6]. In Section 5 we give a version of the 
duality theorem for presheaves on chamber systems which may not admit a 
transitive group. Such chamber systems arise, for example, as quotients of 
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afftne buildings (and in fact it is relatively unusual for these quotients to 
admit a transitive group of automorphisms). Finally, in Section 6 we show 
that Hi(F) is not necessarily isomorphic to H”-‘(8*) for all i, although 
the example given suggests there may be some connection between inter- 
mediate (co)homology of B and 9*. 
1. A CHAIN COMPLEX AND ITS DUAL 
As above, let G be a finite group P,, . . . . P, subgroups of G containing a 
common subgroup B, and let k be a field. Let L be a kB-module, and for 
each i = 0, . . . . n let Ki be a kP+ubmodule of the induced module Lpn, with 
quotient Mi. Thus 
are short exact sequences of kPrmodules, where ’ means Hom( , k); we 
shall fix this notation throughout the paper. For any proper subset 
Jc (0, . ..) n} the sum CieJ KF of induced modules is a submodule of LG, 
and to simplify notation we shall denote it KY, and we shall understand 
that KS = 0; similarly for M’,G. 
Now let C and C* denote the two chain complexes 
c: c,+ ... + c,, where Ci= @ LGJK,G 
JJI = n - i 
c*: c,* -b . . . + c,*, where C,+ = @ L’GfM;G. 
(JI=n-i 
The boundary maps are defined as follows. If Z= Ju {i}, i $ J, then 
K,G c K,G, so there is a natural surjection ‘pJ1: LG/K,G + LG/Kf. We then 
write a,,= + (pJ, with the convention of using the + sign if i appears in an 
odd position in Zc (0, . . . . n} (e.g., Z= {i} has i in the first position), and 
the - sign otherwise. Then a: C, + C, _, is defined as @ a,, summing 
over lJ( = m, 111 = m - 1. 
THEOREM 1. H,,(C)zH”(C*)zL’/(K,G+ ... +K,G). 
Since C = (C*)* we also have H,(C*) z H”(C). Theorem 1 is proved 
using presheaves on chamber systems. In the next section we recall the 
essential definitions and the inductive construction of universal presheaves 
given by Ronan and Smith [3]. In fact we shall show that using the duality 
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theorem, this construction of universal presheaves can be greatly simplified, 
and the chain complex C defined above is actually the chain complex of a 
universal presheaf. 
2. CHAMBER SYSTEMS AND F'RESHEAVES 
The Cell Complex. Given a finite group G, subgroup B, and subgroups 
P 0, . . . . P, containing B, the chamber system defined by Tits [7] is 
equivalent to a regular cell complex formed in the following way (see [ 11). 
Let P, = (Pi ( i E J), with the convention that P, = B. The cells of dimen- 
sion d are the cosets P,g of Pi, where I.ZI = n - d. The faces of P,g are the 
PK g, where J c K Topologically speaking each cell can be realized as a 
simplex of the same dimension, and the resulting complex is what is known 
as a regular cell complex; it is not necessarily a simplicial complex because 
two cells might not have a unique maximal common face. If c is a cell, we 
shall let G, denote its stabilizer in G; if r~ = P, g then G, = Pp The cells of 
dimensions n and n - 1 will be called chambers and panels, respectively; 
more precisely the Pig will be called panels of type i. For any cell (r we let 
St 0 denote the cells having g as a face. 
Presheaves and Chain Complexes. Given a field k, a presheaf 9 will 
mean the assignment o each cell d of a kG,-module FO, and if r is a face of 
cr, a kG,-module homomorphism qor: p0 + 9= such that cporo (ppb = qpr 
whenever this composite is defined. The chain complex C.(9) associated to 
9 is defined in the usual way by setting C,(9) = @FO, where CJ ranges 
over all simplexes of dimension i. The boundary maps 8 are defined on 
each & as @ a,,, z ranging over the faces of c of codimension 1, and 
a,,= +cP,,. To obtain the appropriate sign, let d = P,g and r = P, g, 
where Z= Ju {i}; the sign is then + or - according as i is in an odd or 
even position in the natural ordering of Zc (0, . . . . n}. The cochain complex 
C(9) is defined by taking C’(9) = Hom(Ci(9), k) with coboundary 
maps S(f) = fi?. Homology and cohomology are then denoted H,(9) = 
Hi(C.(9)) and H’(9) = H’(C’(9)). 
The Universal Presheaves of [3]. For the purposes of this paper it 
suffices to consider the universal presheaves given by data at the cells of 
dimensions n and n - 1 (i.e., at chambers and panels). In the terminology 
of Ronan and Smith [3] this means giving a n-stalk where 
Z7= (0, {i}Ii=O, . . . . n}; in terms of the subgroups B and P,,, . . . . P, it 
means giving a kB-module L and kPrmodules Mi together with a 
kB-module homomorphism L + Mi for each i= 0, . . . . n. The universal 
presheaf 9 defined by this data is given inductively, working from cells of 
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dimensions n and n - 1 downwards to dimension zero. We shall recall the 
essential details from [3]. 
First one takes a set of right coset representatives for the Bg and Pig. If 
g represents c= Bg then G,. = Bg and the kG,-module %. is given by taking 
a copy of L and defining Cc-action via g-‘bg . x = b. x for all x E L, b E B. 
Similarly for the P,. Notice that the direct sum @ %= of all chamber terms 
is the induced module LG; so C,(%) = LG, and similarly C,- i(S) = 
@yZO MG. If n: = Pi, then the direct sum @ %c for c E St x is the induced 
module L”, and @qcn is a map from Lpl to M. Giving the map 
rp : L + M,, where c = B, is thus seen to be equivalent to giving the 
rnyp cpi: Lpl+M. For details see [3, (2.3)]. 
Now suppose cr has dimension m. We assume by induction that for all 
cells r of dimension strictly greater than m, a kc,-module %7 is given, 
together with appropriate connecting maps cp,,, whenever T’ is a face of r. 
For i> m let F;(a) denote the direct sum @ %=, where r ranges over all 
cells of dimension i in St rr. Now define %c to be F,,,+ i(a)/8F,,,+2(a&this 
can be regarded as H,(% 1 St a) if we reindex our dimensions so that m + 1 
becomes 0. If r E St c has dimension m + 1, then cp,, is given by the 
quotient map from %r c F,,,+ ,(a) to %O. This is the construction given in 
[3], and throughout this paper we shall use 9 to denote this particular 
presheaf. 
The Dual Presheaf Using L’ and Ki in place of L and Mi (see 
Section 1) we obtain a universal presheaf %* which is said to be dual to %; 
its connecting maps will be referred to as cpz7:. We can now state the main 
theorem from which all else follows. 
THEOREM 2. With the notation above, H,(B) and H”(%*) are 
isomorphic as kG-modules. 
COROLLARY. H,(9) and H’(%* ) are isomorphic as kG-modules. 
Proof: Evidently (%*)* z %, and as we are working over a field, Hi is 
the vector space dual of Hi. 
In the next section we shall prove Theorem 2, and the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. The chain complex C of Section 1 is isomorphic to C.(%). 
EXAMPLE. The trivial sheaf 9 (i.e., the presheaf or which each Y0 is the 
trivial module for G,) may be obtained from the universal construction by 
taking L and each Mi to be trivial modules. The homology Hi(Y) is simply 
the ordinary homology (with coefficients in k) of the cell complex defined 
earlier, and in particular H,(Y) is the trivial module for G. The top 
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homology H,(F) of the cell complex is, by the Corollary to Theorem 2, 
isomorphic to HO(S*), where %* is the presheaf dual to the trivial sheaf. 
In the case of the spherical building for a Chevalley group G, H,(F) g 
H’(%*)EH,(%*) is the Steinberg module for G (cf. Solomon and Tits 
[6]). The presheaf %* in this case is the fixed point sheaf %st of the 
Steinberg module (see [2, (2.4)]); each S,* is the Steinberg module for the 
Levi complement of G,. 
3. THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2, 3 AND 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall exhibit explicit maps 
H”(%*) r, Ho(%) and Ho(%) --% H”(%*) 
which are obviously surjective and whose composite gf is the identity. To 
simplify notation we shall write Fi = C,(%) and (F*)‘= C’(9*). Notice 
that for any chamber c, 
e. = (%;)’ c (F*)“, 
and for any panel II of type i, (%,*)’ r Ki. The coboundary operator for 
%* gives a map from (%-,*)’ to oc(%T)‘, where the sum ranges over all 
chambers having 7c as a face. We shall let II/,, denote the map induced from 
(%z)’ to (%T)‘, so for WE (%,*)‘, &v=C,.~~, tirrrw. 
The Map f: H”(%*) + Ho(%). It suffices to definefon each chamber 
term (%,*)‘, so let u E (%T)’ = %= and let x be any vertex of c (i.e., a face of 
c of dimension 0). We define f(u) to be the image of cp,,(u) E F. in H,(F). If 
y is any other vertex of c, and e is the edge (cell of dim 1) of c having x and 
y as faces, then 
cpcx(u) - v,(u) = (rpex - 9,) cp,,(u) E ac1. 
This shows thatfis well-defined as a map from (F*)” to Ho(%). Moreover 
since for any vertex x, %X is generated by the q,,(u) as c ranges over the 
chambers of St x, we see that f is surjective. We now show f annihilates 
6(F*)“- ‘. Let rt be any panel of type i, and x any vertex of II. Then for 
tv~(R,*)‘c(F*)“-’ we have 
481/121/2-Z 
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the sum being over all chambers c E St ‘it. If 7t = Pi, then this latter term is 
because (pitii= 0. Hence by G-equivariance fSw = 0 in general. We 
therefore have a map 
g: H”(F*) + H,(F). 
The Map g: H,(F) -+ H”(9*). 
(A) The rank 2 case (n = 1). For any vertex x, we know TX is 
generated by the cp,,YC, where c ranges over all chambers having x as a 
face. For u,.Iz~. we define 
To check that this is well-defined, suppose CC ~~~~~ = 0. If x is one of the 
two panels Pi= P,, or P, (we are in the rank 2 case), then CC ~pcXuC= 
cp,(C, uC), and so CC u, E Ker (pi = Im tii. Therefore there is some w E (9:)’ 
such that 6w = CC u,; by G-equivariance this is true for all x, and so this 
shows that g is well-defined, and obviously surjective, as a map from F,, to 
H”(9*) (n = 1 in this case). To see that g annihilates M,, let c be any 
chamber with vertices (panels) x and y, and let u E FC. Then 
g(au)= +g(lp,.,u-cp,u)= &(u-u)=O. 
(B) The general case. By induction on n, we may assume that g is 
already defined for the presheaf on St x for any vertex x. 
This means that we have an isomorphism g,: & + (F*)“(x)/G(F*)“-‘(x) 
(we are using here the definition of 9x as F,(x)/aF,(x) given in Section 2). 
This gives an isomorphism OX g, from F0 to @, (F*)“(x)/G(F*)“-i(x), 
the sum being over all vertices x. If u E (F:)‘, then u represents an element 
in this sum once for each vertex of c, and by mapping u to its image in 
H”(F*) we obtain a map from @,(F*)“(x)/G(F*)“-‘(x) to H”(F*) 
which is well-defined because 6(F*)“- ‘(x) c &F*)“-‘. By composition 
with 0, g, we have a map g from F, to Z-Z”(9*) sending cpCXu (uEF~) to 
the image of v in H”(F*). To see that g annihilates JF, let WE& where e 
is some l-cell. Without loss of generality w = qCeu, where c is some 
chamber having e as a face and u E %$ Then 
We thus have our map g: H,(F) + H”(9*), and it is clear from the 
definitions offand g that gfis the identity on ZP($*). Sincefis surjective, 
Ho(~) E H”(9*); and as f and g are G-equivariant, we have an 
isomorphism of kG-modules, proving Theorem 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We recall from the construction described in Sec- 
tion 2 that for any cell 0, 9 1 St (r is a universal presheaf, and Fn is defined 
as its bottom homology. It follows from Theorem 2 that p0 z H”(F* 1 St a) 
(indeed our proof of Theorem 2 used this fact inductively). If 0 = P, we 
therefore have Fp, z LPJEieJ Kp, and it follows that the direct sum 
@ d = p, g f10 z L’/K,G. Thus Ci( F) z @ ,J, = n _ i L’/KF = Ci as required, and 
one checks that the boundary maps of C,(F) and Ci agree (we omit the 
details). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Applying Theorem 3 (to B and 9*) and 
Theorem 2 we have 
H,(C) z H&F) E H”(P-*) z H”(c*). 
Moreover H”(.F*) = (F*)“/h(F*)“- ‘, which is isomorphic as a kG-module 
to 
LG/K; -I- . . . + K,” 
as required. 
4. AN EXAMPLE: C&VALLEY GROUPS 
Let G be a Chevalley group of rank n + 1 over k = F,, with minimal 
parabolics P,, . . . . P, containing a Bore1 subgroup B. Each irreducible kG- 
module has a highest weight I = a& + . . . + a,,& in the restricted range 
0 < ai < q. We denote this module by VA. If U is the unipotent radical of B, 
then the fixed point space L = Vy is a l-dimensional kB-module, and if Ui 
is the unipotent radical of Pi, then by Smith [S], Mi= Vu1 is an irreducible 
kPi-module of weight ai. The inclusion map L 4 M, gives us a short exact 
sequence 
and the universal presheaf determined by the (pi we call @A. 
The following lemma is a simple consequence of the proof of (2.3) in 
Ronan and Smith [2], and we sketch the details. 
LEMMA. HO(eA) contains a unique maximal submodule, and its quotient is 
isomorphic to VA. 
ProoJ If W is a quotient of H,-,(aA), then there is a morphism of 
presheaves from 4~~ to the constant sheaf X, of W (see [3, (1.2)]). Since 
unipotent radicals act trivially, the image of this morphism lies in the fixed 
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point sheaf Fw of W (cf. [Z, (2.3)]). If W is irreducible, the terms of .F* 
are irreducible (by [S] ), and therefore W is isomorphic to VA. Now as 
in the proof of (2.3) in [2], the fact that End,,(L) is l-dimensional 
shows that End,(aA) is l-dimensional, and this in turn shows that 
Hom,(aA, XVA) is l-dimensional. Since by [3, (1.2) 3, Hom,(@A, Xy,) z 
Hom,,(H,(%?!J, VA), we have our result. 
Using this lemma and our duality theorem, we can generalize the result 
of Solomon and Tits [6], which shows that the top homology of the 
building is the Steinberg module. 
THEOREM 4. The top homology H,(%f ) has a unique irreducible sub- 
module, and it is isomorphic to Vi = Hom( VA, k). 
Proof: This can be obtained from the work of M.-T. Schmidt, as is 
explained in the Remark below, but first we give a quick proof using 
duality. By Theorem 2 and the lemma above, H”( V:) z H,(%;) has a uni- 
que maximal submodule, with quotient V,. Since H”(%:) is the vector 
space dual of H,(@,*) (we work over a field, hence there is no torsion), the 
result follows. 
Remark. In [43, Schmidt proved that H,(4) has an irreducible socle 
(we are using the abbreviation 4 = TVA). The connection with H,,(%T) is 
as follows. We know by universality [3] that FP is a quotient of 9!$,; 
moreover one can show that %‘: has aA. as a quotient, where ,I* = 
C;=O (q - 1 -a,) li. Therefore we obtain a short exact sequence of 
presheaves 
O-Y- u,*-+5*.-o. 
Since U: and &* have one-dimensional chamber terms, we see that the 
chamber terms of S are zero; thus C,(g) = 0 and so H,(9) = 0. Using the 
long exact sequence of homology groups 
O-H,(S)- H,(“@!,*)- H,(FAs)- H,-,(a)-.-. 
it follows that H,,(@,*) is a submodule of H,(L&*). 
5. CHAMBER SYSTEMS WITHOUT GROUPS 
The definition of a chamber system, given by Tits [6], does not pre- 
suppose a group action. Given a chamber system and a field k, a 
chamber-panel presheaf (or I7-presheaf or l7= { @, {i} 1 i = 0, . . . . n} in the 
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terminology of [3]) is an assignment o each chamber c, and to each 
panel R, of k-vector spats FC and 9$, and connecting maps 
whenever rr is a panel of c. In Theorem (2.1) of [ 31, it is shown that any 
such chamber-panel presheaf has an extension to a universal presheaf 9. 
Although the proof of (2.1) in [3] involves verifying G-equivariance, and 
these aspects of the proof become superfluous if we have no group, the 
construction of 9 does of course remain valid. 
In order to define the presheaf F* dual to 5 in the case where we have 
no group, it is necessary to define it at all chambers and panels (instead of 
merely at the panels of a fixed chamber as was done in the G-equivariant 
case) and then take its universal extension. Thus given connecting maps 
cp m: SC -+ Fz as above, we need to define maps cp$: 9: + F,$ for F-*. 
This we do exactly as was done in the G-equivariant case, except of course 
that in place of the induced module Lpl we have simply the direct sum 
@ FC over all chambers c cz St z. More precisely, we let 4 denote the ker- 
nel of the map (P= from @ PC to Fz and take the dual short exact sequence 
as before: 
If c is some fixed chamber of St II, then let I: (FC)’ + @ (PC)’ denote the 
natural injection. We now define FT = (FC)‘, 9: = (c!?~)‘, and 
In the proof of Theorem 2, we used the fact that Im t+Qi = Ker ‘pi, and 
then simply appealed to G-equivariance in order to apply our argument o 
all panels. We could of course have used Im $n = Ker cp, for all panels of n, 
and avoided referring to G-equivariance. This of course would have 
necessitated introducing the above terminology which appeared to be 
otiose in that context. Evidently then, the proof of Theorem 2 gives us the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5. With the notation above H,(F) and H”(F*) are 
isomorphic as vector spaces. 
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6. A REMARK ON INTERMEDIATE DIMENSIONS 
In this section we shall show that Hi(F) is not necessarily isomorphic to 
H” ~ ‘(F*), except of course for i = 0 and n, as in Theorem 2. Before 
presenting our example we remark that if dim Hi(F) = dim H” - i(%*) for 
each i, then ~(5) = (- 1)“~(9*), where 
~(9) = i (- l)i dim Hi(F) = f (- l)i dim C,(S) 
i=O i=O 
is the Euler characteristic. This is easily computed using the dimensions of 
the various FO, and the following example illustrates the point. 
Consider the building for the finite group Z,(2); it is a building of 
rank 4 (dimension n = 3) whose diagram is 
no. of vertices 3 1 155 155 31 
0 0 
types 1 2 3 4 
The numbers above the nodes show how many vertices there are of the 
appropriate type: for example, 31 = 25 - 1 is the number of points in 
PG(4,2). In fact we shall need to know how many simplexes there are of 
all possible types, and we list these below (here a simplex 0 has, for exam- 
ple, cotype (2, 3) if the chambers and panels of St (T form a system of type 
A, - indexed by { 2,3 } ). It is easy to count that: 
2 3 
no. of simplexes of cotypes { 1,2) or { 3,4} or {2,3} is: 465 
no. of simplexes of cotypes { 1,3} or (2,4} or { 1,4} is: 1085 
no.ofpanels(cotypes {l}, {2}, {3),or (4))is: 3255 
no. of chambers is: 9765 
Now let 5 be the presheaf whose panel terms are l-dimensional, except 
for those of cotype {2}, which are 2-dimensional (the natural SL,(2)- 
module). In the notation of [2] this is given as 
4 1 3 6 
5 0 0 
1 2 1 I 
The number below the i-node gives the dimension at a panel of cotype {i}, 
and that above gives the dimension at a vertex of type {i} (as in [3]). 
Using these dimensions, and also the fact (see, e.g., [2, Example 43) that 
for a system of type A, the dimension is 1 (for ----a), 3 (for - 
2)) 
or 8 
1 1 1 
(for -), and that for A, x A, one has simply a tensor product, the 
dime&ion8 ci of the chain spaces C,(F) can be computed as 
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c3 = 9765 
c,=3255(1+2+1+1)=16275 
cl = 465(3 + 1 + 3) + 1085( 1 + 2 + 1) = 7595 
c,=31(4+6)+155(1+3)=930. 
Therefore the Euler characteristic is 
x(%) = 930 - 7595 + 16275 - 9765 = - 155. 
We then do a similar exercise for %*: 
to obtain 
21 
9* 
16 6 15 
0 0 
2 1 2 2 
c3 = 9765 
c2 = 3255(2 + 1 + 2 + 2) = 22785 
cl = 465(3 + 8 + 3) + 1085(4 + 2 + 4) = 17360 
co= 31(21+ 15) + 155(16 + 6) = 4526. 
This gives the Euler characteristic 
x(%*) = 4526 - 17360 + 22785 - 9765 = 186. 
Since x(%*) # -x(9) there is not a complete duality, but the fact that 
x(%*) differs from -x(S) by 31 is quite suggestive. All the modules %0 for 
the appropriate parabolic subgroups are irreducible in both % and %*, 
except for the X,(2)-modules of dimensions 21 and 15 in %*. These are of 
shape 20/l and 14/l, respectively. Obviously if we factor out either (but not 
both) of these l-dimensional terms from %* we obtain a presheaf B for 
which x(9) = -x(%), and it would be interesting to compute the inter- 
mediate (co)homology for %, %* and the two possibilities for ‘?J. 
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